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Stated proposition for the future solar generation on that farm has been on paper since 2018 yet 

continuing commercial usage of gas powered electrical generation . Increased generator usage by inapt 

seasonal workers and owners hiding behind out of the area business front entities who can't care less 

about our fragile environment have subjected our mral community to elevated fire danger, threatening 

lives and properties. The rate of potential fire spread would be counted in minutes due to steep terrain. 

Lack of access roads throughout both parcels will hinder and prevent timely fire suppression eff01is. 

Nearest volunteer fire department is 7.5 miles away with approximately one hour of travel time to the 

aforementioned farm. (Sunset date for generator use? Fire prevention, protection, suppression and 

mitigation measures?) 

Light pollution at night from greenhouses, generator noise, constant traffic, dust and noise on bad 

private road that they don't maintain has been a plague for this once scenic and tranquil national forest 

hillside neighborhood since 2016 when interim permits were given to purely self- planned, self

regulated and un-inspected self-certified profit driven cannabis fanns in the area, with no 

improvements in site but degradation of quality of life and enviromnent. 

I would like to stay anonymous due to potential repercussions from owners/ operators of the Farm in 

question in the fonn of property theft and vandalism since I am not there all the time to guard it, 

especially since one of the owners/operators was involved in the property theft from my neighbor a 

couple of years ago. With a matter not being reported to the police after the owners of the Farm in 

question returning some of the stolen property to the victim. 

I hope zoning administration and the planning commission will address my issues in their decision. 
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